
Zoom Software Help Sheet No 2

Now we get to the Fun part!

Meetings

Clicking on the Meetings button at the top of the Home Screen brings up a super screen as below:

Fig 4 - Initial Meetings Screen

The blue box on the left contains your Personal Meeting ID (PMI) which gives you your very own “meeting place” al-
lowing you to talk to yourself and show your own sequences, too,  if you wish!    It is an ideal place in which to experi-
ment and get things right.   It does vitually nothing except looks pretty at the moment BUT if you press the START but-
ton then things start to happen.   At this juncture it is worth reminding ourselves that the meeting you are about to take 
part in occurs “in the cloud”!    The signal is sent across to the Google Servers in America and then whistled back to 
you so there is likely to be microseconds delay!   You see that for sure in the next screen when you see “connecting” 
above the next box as in Fig 5.

So let’s press START and see what happens. . .

Wow!

The Start Button clears to grey and
this box appears at the top right 
corner of your desktop as shown.   
Again the D in the centre of the 
box is for me only.   The symbol or
letter appearing for you will no 
doubt be different from mine.

Note:   The background in this 
screenshot is my own desktop and 
nothing to do with Zoom.  You will 
obviously have a different back-
ground to me.

Fig 5
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Fig 6 - Dialogue Box

This is the screen immediatley after it has displayed “Connecting...”  in this box above the D.   A few moments later you
will see this dialogue box (Fig 6).   The bar across the box tells you that your microphone is live.   Also the Microphone 
symbol bottom left also tells the same thing.    To mute or unmute the audio click on the microphone icon and a red line 
will appear or disappear similar the red line over the Start Video icon.   To open the camera/video click on the Start 
Video icon and you will see yourself in the box as in Fig 7 providing, of course, that you have positioned your webcam 
the way you want it.  

 

Fig 7 - Start Video 
Result
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If you go back to Fig 6 you will see in the top right corner of the dialogue box arrows pointing in both directions.    
Clicking on these allows the image to become full screen and clicking again will minimize the image.   (You can also 
double click in the image which will produce the same effect.)

When you have maximized your image it will also allow you to see the Zoom Task Bar which can be either at the top 
or bottom of the screen.   There is a button to let you decide which you prefer.   I prefer mine at the bottom as it is diffi-
cult to view at the top with the webcam obstructing the bar.   (See Fig 8)

Fig 8 - Zoom Task Bar

This is the Zoom Task Bar with the following controls from Left to Right

Left Hand Corner

Mute/Unmute you microphone.

Hide/Unhide your video camera.

Centre

The others are really self explanatory and used as required when you are in a meeting.   But the GREEN button is for 
SHARING with other participants but we will discuss that in the next Zoom Software Help Sheet No 3 - Sharing.

Extreme Right Corner

The Red End button is just as it says on the tin!   You can use that to Leave the meeting or Close the Meeting for all 
(but only if you are the host or in your own Personal Meeting.)

David Rodway
17/12/2020
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